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Introduction: Artificial intelligence–driven decision support systems (AI–DSS)

have the potential to help physicians analyze data and facilitate the search

for a correct diagnosis or suitable intervention. The potential of such systems

is often emphasized. However, implementation in clinical practice deserves

continuous attention. This article aims to shed light on the needs and

challenges arising from the use of AI-DSS from physicians’ perspectives.

Methods: The basis for this study is a qualitative content analysis of expert

interviews with experienced nephrologists after testing an AI-DSS in a

straightforward usage scenario.

Results: The results provide insights on the basics of clinical decision-making,

expected challenges when using AI-DSS as well as a reflection on the test run.

Discussion: While we can confirm the somewhat expectable demand for

better explainability and control, other insights highlight the need to uphold

classical strengths of the medical profession when using AI-DSS as well as

the importance of broadening the view of AI-related challenges to the clinical

environment, especially during treatment. Our results stress the necessity for

adjusting AI-DSS to shared decision-making. We conclude that explainability

must be context-specific while fostering meaningful interaction with the

systems available.
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Introduction

The ever-increasing performance of computers and the
availability of vast amounts of data have led to an immense
progress in the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and machine
learning in recent years (1). In the field of medicine, Artificial
Intelligence–driven Decision Support Systems (AI-DSS) are
currently receiving much attention. These AI applications based
on machine learning or deep learning methods offer great
potential to support clinical decision-making (2, 3), for example
by reducing the workload of medical staff (4).

The impact of AI-DSS on clinical decision-making can
already be observed in a number of settings. In image
recognition, systems can already interpret images more
accurately in some respects than medical experts (4). In
oncology, Watson for Oncology suggests therapy options for
cancer patients from the medical literature and is intended
to serve as an alternative to the established method of the
interdisciplinary tumor conference (5). For remote health
assessments, systems provide factual diagnostic suggestions in
the form of symptom checkers (6). Of particular interest for
the following study is the possibility of risk assessment, i.e.,
making statements about the current or future health status of
patients (7).

Decision support is of course far from new in clinical
decision-making. For decades, efforts have intensified to
systematically consider and operationalize available evidence
into clinical practice guidelines (8), hereby “packaging evidence
and present recommendations to healthcare decision makers”
(9). A novel, distinctive challenge raised by AI-DSS is the
proliferation of available data points and the increasing
computational complexity of available applications to process
them. On the one hand, these can enhance diagnostic and
predictive power, thereby enhancing clinical utility. On the other
hand, one exemplary challenge is that not only for the treating
physician, but even for designers of the decision support tool,
these developments lead to a considerable increase in epistemic
opacity about how and why a given output is provided (10–12).

This creates challenges beyond the performance of an
AI-DSS. While the importance of trust, the attribution of
responsibility, and transparency has been much debated in
the literature (10), there is still a lack of knowledge about
the needs of physicians in their daily work concerning these
issues (13). The hypothesis prompting the present study is that
the deployment of AI-DSS can be seen as a socio-technical
challenge, which means that the available systems must always
meet the needs of the users and the environment in which
it will be deployed (14). Thus it is important to take into
account the given processes and workflows in which clinical
decision-making takes place (15). In line with this hypothesis,
there is a growing realization that empirical insights into the
actual application of AI-DSS are of great importance. Qualitative
analysis can take a closer look at the role of healthcare

professionals when applying AI-DSS (16–18), especially in
answering the question of physicians’ involvement in the
development and implementation of AI-DSS (19, 20).

The aim of the present study is to empirically explore the
attitudes and perspectives of physicians toward a particular,
novel, machine-learning-based AI-DSS use case in nephrology.
We conducted a qualitative study to investigate the empirical
question of how physicians experience operating with AI-DSS
implementations in view of the outlined challenges. Our study
seeks to identify the issues they perceive and anticipate, and the
strategies they envision to be helpful in developing relevant AI-
DSS further.

Materials and methods

The empirical data consists of 14 semi-structured expert
interviews conducted with physicians experienced in kidney
transplant care. The interviews were performed after an
experiment during which the physicians tested an experimental
AI-DSS intended to assist in the risk assessment of patients
after kidney transplantation. The system tested is based on
routine clinical data from around 1,500 patients and more
than 100,000 data points and makes predictions for the risk of
infection and graft loss in the next 90 days. Internal validation
showed AUC-ROC values of 0.83 for rejection and 0.95 for
graft failure, which were promising results. To compare the
performance of nephrologists with and without the system,
a reader study was performed: the physicians were asked to
make predictions for the risk of rejection and graft loss in
the next 90 days, first without and in a second part with the
AI system’s recommendations. First, the reader study shows
that physicians’ predictions align with those of the AI-DSS.
However, performance does not improve (AUC-ROC; 0.6413
vs. 0.6314 for rejection; 0.8072 vs. 0.7778 for graft failure) (21).
Even though the system seems promising and outperformed
physicians on the tasks, additional questions arise of whether
such a system would add any value to clinical decision-making,
how it should be implemented, and which chances and concerns
are seen by physicians. This led to the decision to complement
the experiment with a subsequent qualitative study.

Expert interviews as a method for data
collection

As the name of expert interviews implies, the interviewees
are not interested in their totality, but in their specific role
as experts which already indicates a narrowly defined social
context. The aim of the method is to gain access to the
knowledge of the experts, which includes their experiences as
well as the specific rules and structures of the social environment
in which they interact (22). For this reason, it is recommended
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that the interviews not only be conducted exploratively, as is
quite common with other qualitative methods, e.g., in narrative
interviews. In order to address an expert, it is advisable to adjust
the questions to the specific context (22).

The principal aim of qualitative social research is to
describe routines, patterns of interpretation, and structural
features of social realities by evaluating material obtained from
communication or interaction processes (23). Therefore, expert
interviews also offer the possibility of approaching the collected
material inductively (24). Even though the interview guide may
narrow the framework, expert interviews still offer space for
what is called the “exploration of the unknown” (22).

Data collection

During the collection of the interviews, we kept in mind the
ambivalent nature of the expert interview. The social context
in which the interviews took place is narrowly defined by
the clinical environment and the physicians as part of the
medical profession. Therefore, the interview guide was based
on theoretical assumptions regarding this setting. Initially, our
research interest was to learn how the physicians perceived the
AI-DSS in the previous experiment. In addition, the interview
guide included questions concerning trust, transparency, and
responsibility which are much discussed normative challenges
in the literature on AI-DSS (10). Our goal was to give physicians
the opportunity to highlight further issues that they see related
to the use of AI-DSS in clinical decision-making. Therefore,
we used open questions, so that the physicians could also

incorporate their own thoughts and modes of expression
in the interview.

We included all senior physicians with experience in
kidney transplantation at our institution, who were willing to
participate and not involved in study conception or conduction.
Since a total of seven senior physicians participated in the study,
we decided to include the same number of junior physicians,
resulting in a total of 14 participants. Even though we aimed
for a balanced gender distribution of the study participants, no
focus is placed on this in the analysis, since gender is not relevant
when working with AI-DSS.

Qualitative content analysis in data
evaluation

The entire process of analyzing the expert interviews is based
on Qualitative Content Analysis according to Mayring (25).
The method was chosen because it offers both the possibility
to address the material from previously developed theoretical
perspectives, as well as to approach the interviews inductively
(25). Thus, this method is suitable for our undertaking,
without neglecting the physicians’ perceived issues. The goal
of qualitative content analysis is the interpretative assignment
of text passages in the collected material, as well as their
systematization. Mayring is keen to ensure that qualitative
research is rule-governed. For this reason, he recommends
defining a process model (see Figure 1) from the beginning,
in which a plan is drawn up for how the material is to be
approached. At the center of the analysis lies the coding of the

FIGURE 1

Process model of the survey according to Qualitative Content Analysis by Philipp Mayring (25).
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material. Finally, the central content should be reduced to a
manageable level (25).

Data analysis

After interview transcription, analysis was carried out with
the help of Atlas.Ti coding software. Taking into account the
theoretical assumptions mentioned above, three interviews were
coded by a single researcher. The resulting codes were then
edited and combined into a first coding scheme. Therefore,
it was important at this point to meet the requirement of
intersubjective verification. Thus, we decided to conduct an
intercoder reliability check as well as several peer debriefings.
These two methods are often used to check the validity
of results obtained through qualitative research (26). The
intercoder reliability check was conducted by an additional
researcher analyzing the coding scheme of the first three
interviews. To this end, the interim results were discussed in
detail with other scientists. Subsequently, the results of the
new schemes were compiled, incorporating feedback from the
discussions, resulting in a coding scheme that was applied to the
remaining interviews.

For the interpretation, the individual subcodes were once
again examined more closely by two researchers. During the
coding process, memos and comments were written to point out
text passages that seemed particularly relevant and meaningful.
This procedure was inspired by methods used in Grounded
Theory (27). However, a final interpretation was conducted
only after coding had concluded and revealed the following
results. As the interviews were conducted in German, the quotes
presented have been translated into English. The translation was
conducted by the authors. To improve the flow of reading, the
quotations have been smoothed out. Multiple discussions within
the interdisciplinary research team, and particularly between the
two researchers who conducted the interviews, ensured that the
meaning of the quotes used was not altered during this process.

Results

The numbers given in the results are quotes that can be
found in the Supplementary material. A total of nine themes
are presented in three main subsections.

The first subsection focuses on trust, responsibility, and
the accessibility of information that is the basis of clinical
decision-making. Since trust and responsibility are relational
concepts, the importance of interpersonal exchange is also
considered (see section “Basics of clinical decision-making”).
The second chapter focuses on physicians’ reports about
challenges they anticipate in the implementation of AI-
DSS. While they see opportunities, challenges include the
risk of losing experience and the need to explain the

results of an AI-DSS to patients. In addition, references to
transparency in the form of explainability emerged (see section
“Challenges concerning artificial intelligence-driven decision
support systems”). Finally, we describe physicians’ reflection on
the interaction with the AI-DSS, the future use of AI-DSS, and
their suggestions for improvement (see section “Reflection of
the experiment”).

Basics of clinical decision-making

In the interviews, trustworthy decision-making is portrayed
as requiring evidence and experience. In addition, the
exchange with the patient, colleagues, superiors, and nursing
is emphasized. These topics are particularly important
in connection with responsibility, which the interviewed
physicians locate above all in relation to inform the
patient adequately.

Evidence and experience
In interviewees’ views on what trustworthy decisions with

AI-DSS involves, a contradiction between evidence-based and
eminence-based decision-making initially becomes apparent.
First, the physicians understand trustworthy decision-making
as reflecting present structures and standards in medicine (Q1).
For the sake of patient safety, any chosen treatment must rely
on prospective clinical studies which validate its effectiveness
(Q2, Q3). In other words, decisions should be evidence-based.
According to the interviewees, however, the ideal of evidence-
based medicine cannot always be attained in everyday clinical
practice (Q4), e.g., because of imperfect available evidence. In
such cases, physicians talk about the importance of eminence-
based decisions where human characteristics such as experience
and intuition are considered important (Q5, Q6):

I think, clinical experience plays a big role, whereas it’s
probably not, nah, clinical experience just plays a role, I
think personally. We’re still working with people, and I
think someone who is a very experienced clinician does
sometimes make decisions based on gut instinct actually.
And I’ve seen it many times that the decisions were not
wrong. And sometimes, sometimes, things are, if one rather
prospectively, actively acts to exclude things yes, perhaps [is]
more sensible and even if nothing comes out of it now but to
minimize a risk or at least somehow prospectively, actively
to act, sometimes [it is] perhaps better. Also in the sense of
the patient (Q7).

At the beginning of this quote, after a short hesitation,
the interviewee justifies her opinion about the importance of
experience. She refers to situations where more experienced
physicians have had to make decisions that were not causally
justified. This is clarified once again by the term “gut,” which
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refers to an intuitive decision or one based on feelings. In the
interviews, experience and intuition appear to be important
for trustworthy decision-making and as an important quality
for any physician.

Interpersonal exchange
According to the interviewees, sound decision-making is a

process that involves a variety of perspectives.

[. . .] the patient, I, other disciplines, laboratory physician
and radiology and a senior physician. And I think
sometimes, of course, the other team, other assistants, who
point out something, [. . .] who maybe did the examination,
the nursing, I don’t know, the patient tells the nursing staff
something else again or they notice something again, which
I didn’t notice. So there are more people (Q8).

The physician makes it clear that a decision initially
takes place between her and the patient. However, this
decision seems to be intermediated by several instances.
The reason for this is the need for specialist knowledge,
which is indicated by the mention of other disciplines and
laboratory medicine. Reference to the senior physician
also indicates a hierarchical element. Particularly worth
mentioning at this point is the nursing staff, who are consulted
in view of their distinctive communicative relationship
with patients. This diversity of perspectives in clinical
decision-making is observed throughout the interviews
(Q9–Q13).

Responsibility
The interviewees share the view that responsibility for

decisions in everyday clinical practice lies with the attending
physician (Q14–Q16). Thus, although patients are part of
the decision-making process, physicians as experts should
be providers of relevant knowledge. The existence of the
physician-patient relationship is seen as giving rise to a sense
of responsibility. Thus, their tasks include deciding how to
communicate a diagnosis and a possible treatment (Q17).
This includes taking a medical history, evaluating relevant
parameters, and awareness of the patients’ personal situation
(Q18). Each parameter from examinations and laboratory values
can be reflected in the recommended therapy, but only through
the conscious decision of the physician (Q19).

Challenges concerning artificial
intelligence-driven decision support
systems

Physicians describe a need to incorporate AI-DSS into
existing decision-making processes. They also express
a certain unease about the use of AI-DSS potentially

preventing critical thinking and acquisition of experience.
As particular important appears the presented description
of the physician-patient relationship. It is mentioned
that using AI-DSS does not absolve the physicians from
explaining the results of the system to the patient. At
this point a need for transparency and explainability
becomes apparent.

Opportunities and risks
As one of the perceived benefits of AI-DSS, it was stated:

That something objective is added. So that there is a lot
of interaction with the patient and subjective assessments.
And that one/that such a system, yes, like [.] an additional
objective further arm, as if someone sits beside one (Q20).

The fact that, in addition to the interaction with patients
and the patient’s own assessment, objective facts are used for
diagnosis initially supports the classification of AI-DSS as a
further parameter. However, the quote attributes even more to
the AI-DSS: it creates the image of another person in the room
which has the special ability to elevate objectivity.

This kind of humanization is also found in other
quotations. For example, by describing an AI-DSS as an
observer who looks over the shoulder of the treating physician
(Q21), or by attributing conflict-resolving abilities to an AI-
DSS (Q22). All of this appears in the interviews to be
in connection with a great need among the interviewed
physicians to receive confirmation and support in decision-
making or to have an AI-DSS as an additional safety net
(Q23–Q26).

If it is suspected that the need for support is becoming
too great, a skeptical attitude is sometimes apparent in the
interviews. Although it is assumed that the use of an AI-DSS
will lead to a more critical attitude toward one’s own decision-
making (Q27), for others the danger of feeling confirmed too
quickly is highlighted.

I think the concern is always a little bit that also young
colleagues quickly fall back on artificial intelligence and
don’t shape their own instinct that much. And so that’s why
I think/So for me, I would do it in a way that, yeah, I see
that as confirmation or incentive or further input but try to
stay with myself in this whole decision-making process. It’s
a nice, yeah, on-top thing, but shouldn’t become the base, I
think (Q28).

This quote makes the attitude in question visible. While the
usage of an AI-DSS can lead to ease in the decision-making
process, it could prevent the development of a clinical “instinct.”
For that, especially less experienced physicians should be able
to make their decisions without additional help and thus gain
important experience.
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Physician-patient relationship
Most of the interviewed physicians highlighted the

importance of the direct encounter with patients as background
condition for the potential deployment of any AI-DSS.
According to them, this first impression already has an
immense influence on the subsequent treatment (Q29). It is
described how important it is to take patients seriously (Q30),
to get to know them (Q31), to listen to their needs (Q32), and
not to form an opinion in advance based solely on laboratory
results (Q33). This relationship is important not only to obtain
information relevant to the diagnosis but also to involve patients
in decision-making according to their circumstances (Q34). It
is important that each patient is considered as an individual
case (Q35). Interaction with patients therefore differs greatly
and it is necessary to obtain an overall picture of the individual
condition (Q36). It is outlined that the patient also must trust
the physician (Q37), because a therapy without the willingness
of the patients is assumed to have little chance of success.

I am a counsellor who tries to get the best out of the patient
and the final decision-making authority lies with the patient,
because if he does not decide this himself, any therapy would
probably be without success (Q38).

Thus, treatment is not only described as knowing relevant
data of the patient but meeting her and involving her in
the decision-making process (Q39). The challenge associated
with the use of AI-DSS is that physicians must explain the
use of the systems and the results to patients in a way
they can understand in order to meet this requirement.
Therefore, physicians must still be able to justify why a
particular system is used and explain how it arrives at its
result (Q40).

Transparency and explainability
The interviewed physicians mention that an AI-DSS

should always have a certain degree of transparency
(Q41). However, transparency does not seem to relate to
the claim to enable full disclosure of the so-called “black
box.” Physicians show awareness that it is a characteristic
of many relevant forms of AI that not every step of
the analysis can be made completely comprehensible
(Q42). Instead, the interviewees underlined the need
for establishing the efficacy of an AI-DSS. Moreover,
system outputs should be reasonably explainable to the
treating physician.

For instance, prospective clinical studies should ensure
that the system’s data evaluation is not biased against certain
groups of people (Q43). In all respects, a system still needs to
prove reliable and must be implemented gradually in everyday
clinical practice (Q44). For this, it should be explainable.
Even if a system is based on sound evidence, this does
not absolve the treating physicians from their communicative

tasks in the physician-patient relationship. Presenting patients
only with bare figures would appear untrustworthy (Q45).
Rather, in the interviews, physicians are clearly assigned to
the task of simplifying certain results to make them as
comprehensible as possible for patients, depending on their
individual needs (Q46).

Reflection of the experiment

Physicians differed in terms of how they considered the
system in their decision-making. Some physicians took the
given recommendations as a departure point from which to
arrive at their own judgment. Nevertheless, a large proportion
of physicians preferred to first make their own assessment
in its entirety and then use the system’s recommendation
to critically question it. It has also been observed that
when the rationale for the recommendation of the system
could no longer be understood, a distancing took place.
In these cases, the physicians often reverted to their own
assessment. Systems like the tested AI-DSS are not expected
to take over decision-making in the clinic soon. Physicians’
responsibility for a decision is thus seen as unlikely to be
crowded out by the system, according to the physicians.
Following on from the experiment, interviewees provide
suggestions for improving AI-DSS in general and the tested
system in particular.

Use of the tested artificial intelligence-driven
decision support system

Overall, the system was used in two different ways.
For example, one physician used the given risk prediction
and considered it in the decision-making process from the
beginning:

[. . .] it immediately gives me a direction in which I think.
I am or we are all somehow always so professionally
suspicious and I have the one, also now because that was
the first time to experience this application there, now not
immediately a hundred percent given myself to it. But it
gives me immediately a trend and then relatively quickly if
I already start to research then somehow, it actually always
was confirmed. So I found as I said, it was then somehow a
work relief (Q47).

In this case, the physician checks the direction that the
system has given. It appears important for her to keep a
critical attitude. This can be concluded from the statement
that, according to the physician’s perception, a certain basic
distrust is part of the medical profession. According to this, it
would be inappropriate to simply accept the recommendation
of an AI-DSS, at least not as long as such a system is
new, i.e., has not yet proven reliable in trials and practice.
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Nevertheless, despite the need for a critical attitude, the
reduction of the workload that the use of the system has
brought is emphasized.

Another physician used the system in the experiment as a
second opinion. The system was merely consulted at the end
of the decision-making process to critically question her own
assessment. Therefore, it took additional work for herself to use
the given risk prediction:

I think I always tried to look first myself and then to ask the
AI again whether I had overlooked any of the points that the
model found important and so on. And have quasi-tried to
get an unbiased view on it first and then again, again to let
me support so to speak, because otherwise one becomes so
lazy in thinking (Q48).

The quote clearly shows how the system is taken as
an occasion to review the physician’s own assessment. In
the beginning, she describes not having used the prediction.
Her initial decision is independent of the AI-DSS and only
subsequently compared with it. The rationale for the procedure
is particularly interesting. The physician emphasizes the concern
of becoming “lazy in thinking” if an AI tool is consulted prior
to her own approach to the specific case. This suggests that
there is a certain reservation about making decision-making too
easy in advance.

Other interviewees stated that the willingness to accept
the result of the system also depends on the extent to which
it coincides with one’s own thoughts about the specific case.
Confirmation, for example, led to a reduction of distrust (Q49),
whereas differences with the system triggered uncertainty. In
most cases, uncertainties were used to critically question one’s
own assessment (Q50). When the difference could not be
understood, however, some physicians quickly revert entirely to
their own assessment:

So if I now, so if I was of the same opinion then I went along
with it a bit, but if it was, completely, if I found it completely
absurd, then I simply ignored it (Q51).

This quote summarizes well the difference it makes whether
or not the system provides assessments that cohere with the
physician’s assessment. Ignoring the system means to exclude
it from the decision-making process. What is missing for the
physician at this point is an understanding of why the AI-DSS
arrives at such a differentiated assessment. The use of the word
“absurd” indicates that she cannot explain it.

Expected impact on clinical decision-making
Reflecting on the experiment, the interviewees did not think

that by using the system, they would hand over decisional
authority to it (Q52). Physicians describe such a system as a
parameter of its own that can be included in the evaluation along

with other information for diagnosis. The system would then
help to cope with large amounts of data (Q53, Q54) and thus
make the decision-making process more efficient (Q55).

The responsibility for making decisions with an AI-DSS is
still considered to be with the treating physician. For example,
they suspect that not taking such responsibility for the decision
of an AI-DSS could lead to possible diffusions or gaps where
no one can be held accountable for an AI-supported decision
anymore (Q56). Furthermore, handing over responsibility is
associated with a loss of authority (Q57, Q58).

As an additional justification for the decision, such a system
could help to carry the heavy burden of responsibility more
easily (Q59). No further issues are identified. It is emphasized
that AI-DSS can also be used in the future to develop a
more critical attitude in the decision-making process (Q60).
A fundamental change in the previously established structures
in everyday clinical practice is not anticipated (Q61).

These points are in line with the way respondents would
integrate such systems into their everyday work. It should, for
example, prevent wrong decisions but not pre-empt decision-
making (Q62). In the end, trust should be based on one’s own
assessment, feeling, and intuition. One concern of the physicians
is that the thinking person falls out of the decision-making
process. The loss of human judgment is accompanied by a loss
of the range of therapeutic options (Q63). Therefore, attention
should always be paid to maintaining an attitude of critical
thinking (Q64). For this, it must be prevented that AI-DSS
stands in the way of the acquisition of expertise (Q65).

Suggestions for improvement
Taking into account the suggestions made by physicians

to improve the use of AI-DSS, it appears that physicians want
more information and further influence on the system. Several
physicians would like additional explanations of how the system
arrives at its assessment (Q66, Q67). In addition, the system’s
assessment should not stand alone, but should be able to
be linked to other programs (Q68). One specific suggestion
was the possibility that the system would highlight further
literature or research results to connect the prediction with
further evidence instantly (Q69). Furthermore, the suggestion
is made to implement mechanisms for users to influence which
parameters are included in the analysis of the AI-DSS (Q70). To
this end, the interviewed physicians want the system to provide
traceable predictions.

Discussion

Across the three themes that surfaced in the results
of this study, a set of normative requirements for the
use of AI-DSS can be inferred (see Table 1). Each of
them latches onto and extends issues in current debates
surrounding on AI in medicine. First, physicians’ claim to
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maintain expertise and autonomy in decision-making can be
seen as an attitude associated with the medical profession.
It is debatable whether this professional attitude provides
good preconditions for the challenges associated with the
deployment of AI-DSS (see section “Maintaining expertise
and autonomy”). Furthermore, as the physicians’ decision-
making does not take place in a vacuum it is important to
consider the clinical environment. Questions including clinical
organizational structures and how to shape the physician-
patient relationship must be addressed in the discussion about
AI-DSS (see section “Importance of the clinical environment”).
Especially the responsibility to inform the patient refers to
the need of thinking transparency and explainability not
just technically, but to adapt it to the specific application
context. It seems advisable to design the interaction between
physicians and AI-DSS in such a way that it becomes possible
to exert influence on it (see section “Explainability and
meaningful interaction”).

Maintaining expertise and autonomy

Our results show that interviewees feel responsible during
the decision-making process even when using AI-DSS. They
had a critical distance to the tested AI-DSS and emphasize that
usage should not entail a loss of expertise. In line with this, they
sought to retain decision-making autonomy. Physicians’ claim
to maintain expertise and autonomy in decision-making reflect
a classical understanding of the medical profession. Typical
features of a formal profession include an academic education, a
high degree of expert knowledge, a commitment to central social
norms and values together with a high degree of autonomy
(28). These characteristics should ensure that professionals are
able to apply their expertise to individual patients and their
particularities (28).

In principle, these characteristics of the medical profession,
including its fiduciary duties to patients, could be promising
sources for guiding and fostering trust in the development
and deployment of AI-DSS in clinical practice (29).
This being said, it is not obvious whether this classical
understanding can be maintained when considering AI-
DSS. As Noordegraaf (30) points out, the hallmarks of
professionalism as such are being challenged. New technologies
such as AI-DSS have a direct impact on physicians’ workflow,
thereby possibly heralding a shift in competencies (30)
and potentially transforming the constitutive characteristics
of a given profession. In this sense, Noordegraaf offers a
suggestion to rethink how professions may be reimagined
in the light of the challenges they face: attributions such as
expertise and autonomy must be considered in a relational
manner. He claims that the distinctive features of the
medical profession currently do not lie in mere formal

characteristics but in the interconnectedness with other
social practices.

Professionals not only act, but they also have to interact
with many others and take performative action: how they
do things, how they relate to client experiences, how they
learn, how they deviate from standards, and how they
appear trustworthy, that determines whether they are seen
as ”professionals” [(30): 209].

We thus suggest that the expertise and autonomy that
interviewees’ upheld across the themes of the results should
not solely be conceived of in terms of formal characteristics
but also in terms of the roles and relational characteristics of
the medical professional. For a given AI-DSS, it should be
assessed whether it promotes or inhibits fulfillment of these
relational features.

Importance of the clinical environment

The importance of organizational structures for AI-
DSS is a highly neglected area of research when brought
to the discussion of AI-DSS (31). Our results indicate
a need of AI-DSS users for a variety of interactions
within routine communication with senior physicians,
colleagues, laboratory physicians, and nursing staff. All
these interactions e.g., at what point a junior physician
consults a senior physician or the cooperation of different
departments in the clinic pertain to the respective institution’s
organizational structures. To ensure a beneficial deployment
of an AI-DSS, a well-functioning interplay between the
users, the available technology, and the organization is
necessary (31). Since the physicians’ decision-making does
not take place in a vacuum, any assessment of an actual
implementation of clinical AI-DSS will thus need to be
based at least in part on information about the institution’s
organizational structures.

A simple but consistent demand flowing from the results is
that the introduction of AI-DSS into everyday clinical practice
should not inhibit or even prevent acquisition of experience
and engagement in interpersonal interaction. Neither should it
crowd out the patient’s role in the decision-making process. The
concept of shared decision-making (SDM) is often considered
as the optimal way to involve the patient in the treatment
(32) and is also becoming more and more important in the
discussion about AI-DSS. The goal of SDM is to provide the
patient with the maximum amount of appropriate information,
to actively consider the patient’s needs in decision-making,
and to strengthen the physician-patient relationship (33). Our
results underline that an AI-DSS in SDM should not constrain
the physician-patient relationship, but provide relief to make an
intensification of the relationship possible (34).
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TABLE 1 Themes in the results and inferred normative requirements.

Basics of clinical
decision-making

Challenges concerning
AI-DSS

Reflection of the experiment Normative requirements

Evidence and experience
Decisions must be evidence-based, but
human characteristics like experience and
intuition still play an important role when
it comes to clinical decision-making.

Opportunities and risks
Physicians anthropomorphize
AI-DSS. That suggests the need to
receive conformation and support.
This support should not prevent
physicians from making their own
experiences.

Use of the tested AI-DSS
The use of the tested AI-DSS took
place with a critical distance. The
physicians often took additional steps
to verify the accuracy of the system’s
results. Uncertainties led to a quick
resort to one’s own assessment.

Maintaining expertise and autonomy

Interpersonal exchange
Many perspectives must be included in the
decision-making process. In addition to
patient communication and consultation
with the senior physicians, laboratory
medicine and nursing staff are particularly
important.

Physician-patient relationship
The relation with patients is seen in
the individual encounter. AI-DSS do
not relieve physicians from the task of
communicating the results to patients
in a way they can understand.

Expected impact on clinical
decision-making
Physicians do not expect the use of
AI-DSS to change clinical routines
and responsibilities. Rather, AI-DSS
appear as a new parameter that can be
embedded in existing structures of
decision-making.

Roles in the clinical environment

Responsibility
Responsibility lies in collecting all relevant
information about the patient but also
informing the patient in an adequate way.

Transparency and explainability
Transparency should partly be
reached by providing evidence for an
AI-DSS. Explainability is needed for
physicians to understand the given
results.

Suggestions for improvement
Physicians emphasize the importance
of influencing the recommendations
from an AI-DSS and give creative
suggestions for it.

Promoting explainability and meaningful
interaction

Explainability and meaningful
interaction

Interviewees’ remarks on explainability can be linked to the
discussion around explainable AI (XAI). XAI is often mentioned
as the key to deal with the problem of so-called “black box
algorithms” and therefore deal with a lack of transparency and
maintain trust and security (35). If an AI-DSS were explainable,
users could in principle be enabled to interpret the system in a
way that allows them to evaluate outputs, detect errors, and thus
exercise control over the systems. Explainability can also bring
its own difficulties. For example, a high demand is placed on the
individual, who must not only understand the system to some
extent, but also relate its use of it to her own goals (36).

XAI is thus not merely a technical challenge. There are
always social components that affect how explanations are
designed, e.g., for whom the explanations are made, what
specific needs the users have, all the way to the question of what
educational offerings are necessary to be able to understand the
explanations given (37, 38).

The present study specifies that whether something counts
as a useful explanation depends on how and for what
physicians use the AI-DSS. For instance, since the outcome
of an AI-DSS must be explained to patients, the interviewed
physicians need an understanding of how the system arrives
at its recommendations for this purpose. It is precisely these
differences in background knowledge and presuppositions of
different target audiences that need attention when pursuing
explainability in AI-DSS.

Related to the issue of explainability, the physicians
interviewed clearly indicate that they want to exert control over
AI-DSS. This can be concluded from interviewees’ suggestions
for improvement of the tested system, i.e., the desire to be able
to influence system output. Such control presupposes certain
forms of explainability. For example, the concept of meaningful
human control (MHC) requires that users must be able to
understand the impact an AI-DSS has in the context of the actual
application (39). The physician must therefore not only be able
to operate the AI-DSS, but also be able to assess in which cases
the system should be used and how the recommendations of
an AI-DSS should be interpreted in a context-specific manner.
Careful attention should be devoted to how the interaction
between an available AI-DSS and the user – in our case the
physician – should be organized (40).

Holford (41) describes what context-specific use means for
the question of how interaction with an AI system should be
exercised. He claims that decisions, especially in fields that
involve a lot of responsibility, should not be made by AI systems
alone. Not because a system necessarily delivers worse decisions
than a human, but because use of systems could actively
prevent the essential involvement of humans and acquisition of
experience and skills such as intuition. Without these, experts
are unable to adequately assess new and complex situations. It
is essential for every expert to live through certain situations to
gain experience, which is then relevant to deal with problems
that arise in other contexts (42). For Holford, an agent who
bears responsibility in a situation in which an AI system is used
must be able to exercise meaningful control over the system.
Through a meaningful interaction with the system, the agent is
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directly involved in what is happening and thus can influence
the situation in line with their expertise.

In this manner, it is primordial that future socio-technical
designs be configured in a manner that avoids “operator
hand-off” and subsequent ”automation complacency”
[(41): 8].

Expertise appears in this case as the ability to assess what
is acutely important and relevant in a specific situation where
decisions are required. In this sense, meaningful interaction
is about enabling experience and expertise with, possibly even
through, the use of AI-DSS, ensuring an understanding of a
system’s outcomes, and enabling users to integrate systems into
existing decision-making structures.

Limitations

Like all empirical studies, the present one has certain
limitations. In general, we believe that it makes sense to
accompany and complement experiments in the medical field
with qualitative methods of social research. However, it may
also be that the experiment influenced the attitudes of the
interviewed physicians. For example, our results show an
interested attitude toward AI-DSS. Based on the present study,
this should always be considered in the context of the experience
of the previous experiment. In a different context, the attitude
could be different.

Furthermore, by focusing on physicians, this study provides
important insight into the challenges of clinical decision-making
with AI-DSS. For the discussion on the implementation of AI-
DSS in clinical practice, it is also important to interview all
health care professionals as well as patients and developers
to include their impressions, experiences, and opinions in the
overall discussion.

Conclusion

With the progress of AI-DSS performance, the question of
how to implement relevant systems in practice becomes more
central. The purpose of this study was to explore physicians’
perspectives after testing an AI-DSS for predicting risks in
kidney transplant care. The results point to issues concerning
the basics of clinical decision-making, expected challenges
associated with AI-DSS, and specific considerations about the
experiment in which the novel AI-DSS was tested. In general, the
findings indicate a positive attitude toward AI-DSS. Concerns
include a potential loss of expertise and autonomy. Of high
importance is the clinical environment in which AI decision-
support as well as patient involvement takes place. This is
in line with the desire for further means of establishing
explainability and control.

These findings resonate with current debates on AI in
medicine. The question of how to implement AI-DSS in current
organizational structures as well as the importance of ensuring
shared decision-making remain equally central. Explainability
must be context-specific and AI-DSS designed to ensure
meaningful interaction. In this sense, expertise and autonomy of
the treating physicians may be maintained when implementing
AI-DSS. We hope the present study supplements conceptual
discussions surrounding AI-DSS in medicine with empirical
evidence and provides a starting point for further research.
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